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Project Alliancing at National Museum
of Australia—Collaborative Process

Allan J. Hauck1; Derek H. T. Walker2; Keith D. Hampson3; and Renaye J. Peters4

Abstract: Project alliancing is a new alternative to traditional project delivery systems, especially in the commercial building se
Collaborative Process is a theoretical model of people and systems characteristics that are required to reduce the adversarial n
construction projects. Although developed separately, both are responses to the same pressures. Project alliancing was just u
fully to complete the National Museum of Australia. This project was analyzed as a case study to determine the extent to whic
be classified as a ‘‘collaborative project.’’ Five key elements of The Collaborative Process were reviewed and numerous exam
the management of this project were cited that support the theoretical recommendations of this model. In the case of th
significant added value was delivered to the client and many innovations resulted from the collective work of the parties to the
It was concluded that project alliances for commercial buildings offer many advantages over traditional project delivery system
are related to increasing the levels of collaboration among a project management team.
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Introduction

Many trends in the U.S. and global construction markets are
ing all construction stakeholders—owners, contractors, desig
subcontractors, suppliers, and end users—to develop alter
project delivery systems that encourage higher levels of col
ration throughout the project life cycle. High levels of litigat
and confrontation among the parties over the last several de
have led to management practices that inhibit industry produ
ity and discourage optimal solutions to design and constru
problems. Traditional design-bid-build approaches to the com
tion of projects have created adversaries among project
members whose individual profitability frequently is only atta
able at the expense of another party to the contract. Much
and expense is exhausted protecting one’s own interest rathe
developing creative solutions that improve productivity, enha
design intent, accelerate delivery time, increase quality, an
general, provide more value for the capital investment mad
the owner. All of these forces have left many seeking alterna
to ‘‘business as usual’’ and experimenting with new, more
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laborative ways to deliver projects. This paper reviews on
these unique examples as it was used on a successful pro
international significance.

FMI, a major U.S. construction consulting firm, in their ann
review of key trends impacting the construction industry,
noted that owners are driving this ‘‘proliferation of project de
ery alternatives—from design/build to guaranteed maxim
price.’’ ~FMI 2000! Two of the common themes in all of the
approaches are higher levels of collaboration among the ow
designer’s, and builder’s teams and earlier involvement o
contractor in design and capital decisions.

Owners are redefining the roles of design and constructio
companies . . .demanding that more time and money be
spent on design, construction feasibility reviews, and plan
ning before and during construction. Owners are findin
innovative ways to involve contractors prior to bidding, to
keep designers involved for on-site assistance during co
struction, and...are embracing the high-performance-tea
model as a strategic initiative on all projects to align projec
stakeholders behind a project’s critical success factors. Th
model maximizes project performance by driving the col
laborative work process to the trade-worker level throug
employee involvement programs~FMI 2000!.
The project alliancing contracting method used to cons

the National Museum of Australia utilizes this unique approac
commercial building construction to address nearly all of t
owner-initiated goals. Alliance contracting in construction is in
embryonic stages of development internationally—having gr
out of the heavy engineering sector, especially the oil and
industry. The museum project is the first major building deve
ment in the world awarded on the basis of a joint alliance
tract.

Project alliancing may be viewed as an outgrowth of par
ing relationships, common to U.S. Army Corps of Engine
projects as well as many other international projects in both
public and private sectors, and provides many of the same

efits noted for partnered projects.~Weston and Gibson 1993; Lar-
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son 1995; Thompson and Sanders, 1998; CII 1996; Walker
2000b; and others! However, there are important differences
tween partnering and alliancing. Under traditional contracts,
under partnering as well, one team may ‘‘sink or swim’’ with
necessarily affecting the business position of other teams.
team may make profits from a project while other partnered fi
teams actually may incur a financial loss. With alliancing, the
a joint rather thansharedcommitment. The financial success
each of the parties is directly dependent on the success of a
alliance partners. Parties agree to their contribution levels
required profit beforehand and then place theseat risk. If one
party in the alliance under performs, then all other alliance
ners are at risk of losing their rewards~profit and incentives! and
could even share losses according to the agreed p
painsharing/gainsharing model. Although they do not merge
companies in any legal or official way, alliance members for
quasi-joint venture because they operate on one level as a
entity ~Walker et al. 2000a!.

Parallel to the development of project alliancing—and q
independent from it—a group of owners, designers, and bui
in the U.S. have created The Collaborative Process Institute~CPI!
with the mission ‘‘to revolutionize the building industry by est
lishing collaboration as the cornerstone of the building proce
~CPI 1997! They have endeavored to define ‘‘The Collabora
Process’’ model designed to re-establish a spirit of collabor
at the core of the industry. This model seeks to outline the
acteristics of the people and the systems that would be requi
generate this spirit. The Collaborative Process includes the
lowing maxims:
• Integrity and trust are essential for true collaboration;
• The long run is more important than the short run;
• Teams make better choices than individuals;
• In building a team, prequalify firms and select the right peo
• True creativity focuses on option generation, not just the

lection of the ‘‘best idea.’’
• Change is inevitable: be prepared for it; and
• The basis for decision making should be facts and reason

opinions and emotions~CPI 1997!.
While elements of The Collaborative Process have been

on numerous projects in varying degrees, the major role of
model has been to establish the theoretical requirements nee
foster collaboration among contracted parties. The theory
definitive examples in which nearly all components of the pro
were brought together on a single project. In fact, one of
future directions for the Institute is to create important inno
tions including ‘‘new forms of contractual agreements,’’ ‘‘n
business structures,’’ and ‘‘new information systems’’~CPI 1997!
which will incorporate these principles.

The major goal of this paper was to determine the exte
which the National Museum of Australia project incorporated
theoretical underpinnings of The Collaborative Process. Cle
the stated goals of project alliancing and the CPI are close
lated in that they both are intended to address the same ills
international construction industry. They both are respons
significant trends in the industry incorporating partnering t
niques, high-performance teams, dispute resolution alterna
and intensive use of recent developments in information tec
ogy. If this project is unique in successfully adopting allia
contracting to the commercial building sector, as well as inco
rating many of the theoretical principles of The Collabora
Process, it may prove to be a valuable case study in advanci
benefits of relationship-based procurement in the constructio

dustry.
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The CPI~1997! identified five key areas in which developm
of systems is needed to further the collaborative relation
among project stakeholders: 1. High-performance teams, 2.
mization and performance measurement, 3. Communicatio
Incentives and risk sharing, and 5. Problem solving and dec
making. After a brief discussion of project alliancing to dis
guish this project delivery system from partnering and stra
alliances, this paper reviews how the National Museum of
tralia project performed in each of these five areas.

Project Alliancing Defined

Project alliancing can be defined in many ways, because
inherent complexity, simplicity, and chameleon nature. Since
plication of alliancing requires a flexible approach, there is s
confusion as to what project alliancing really is and how it dif
from other project delivery mechanisms. It is, therefore, impo
to define alliancing and clearly distinguish among the follow
three, often confused and misunderstood, terms: Partnering
tegic Alliances, and Project Alliances.

Partnering

In the U.S., Charles Cowan, an officer with the U.S. Army C
of Engineers, championed partnering which gained momentu
Australia in the 1980s. He describedpartneringas:

About going back to the way people used to do busines
and putting the handshake back into business. Partneri
empowers those involved in the project with the freedom
and authority to accept responsibility to do their jobs by
encouraging decision making and problem solving at th
lowest possible level of authority. It encourages everyon
to take pride in their work and tells them its OK to get
along with each other. Partnering provides a mechanism f
co-operation between the participants to occur, so th
energy-sapping disputation is removed, and productiv
working relationships are carefully and deliberately built
based on mutual respect, trust and integrity~Cowan 1991!.
Partnering itself is not a contract. A partnering charter is

veloped to run in parallel with a traditional construction cont
to provide guidelines to the relationship among the organiza
~CIIA 1996!. Parties agree to act reasonably and fairly an
‘‘shake hands on it.’’~Thomson 1998! Partnering relies solely o
the commitment of individuals, as the partnering charter is
legally binding—and this can be its best or worst feature.
Construction Industry Institute~Australia! in 1994 conducted
comprehensive study of partnering in Australia. One of the i
esting results was the necessity of workshops and external
tation to enable individuals to operate in a partnering env
ment. ~See Table 1 for a comparison of content covere
workshops on projects perceived to be a success and thos
ceived to be a failure.!

Strategic Alliances

Unlike partnering, a strategic alliance is an interorganizati
arrangement usually between two companies that extends b
a specific project. Parties to a strategic alliance contract e
ongoing mutually beneficial business. Hampson and Kwok~1997!
propose the attributes—trust, commitment, interdependenc
operation, communication and joint problem solving—to be

to successful business relationships and as measures of strategic
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alliances. Kwok went on to analyze strategic alliances betw
head contractors and subcontractors in building construction
noted the following:

Strategic alliance relationships may result in a higher initia
tender~bid! price than typically achieved using open com-
petitive tendering amongst all contracting firms regardles
of their relationship with subcontractors. However, in the
long term, a higher standard of on-site construction pro
cesses may provide better value for money in respect of th
facility life cycle ~Kwok 1998!.
The life-cycle approach to facility ownership is becomin

higher priority for governments and other clients procuring la
infrastructure projects. For example, recent projects invol
water treatment and transport facilities specifically have h
lighted the life-cycle costs over the first 20 or 30 years of op
tion. Value for money does not necessarily equate to the lo
bidder.

Project Alliances

Project alliancing differs from strategic alliances in the fact
parties are brought together for a specific project or outc
Project alliances have a defined end—typically the prac
completion date of a constructed facility. Abrahams and Cu
define project alliances as:

An agreement between entities which undertake to wor
cooperatively, on the basis of a sharing of project risk an
reward, for the purpose of achieving agreed outcome
based on principles of good faith and trust and an open
book approach towards costs~Abrahams and Cullen 1998!.
The project alliancing ‘‘agreement’’ is a legally binding co

tract and, therefore, legally enforceable—but the intention
establish and use ‘‘drivers’’ that will stimulate parties actively
support and cooperate with one another—it is not just afeel good
approach. To encourage cooperation in project alliancing, the
contractual issues that affect the entities’ bottom lines, suc
risk allocation and remuneration, are used. This is an obv
difference between project alliances and partnering, whic
solely based on soft issues~Clayton Utz 1998!.

Alliance partners are selected on the basis of their expe
and ability to meet stringent performance criteria before pric
considered. In alliancing, trustworthy, committed, and compe
firms are invited to join with the owner/client to develop
project. As an alliance of talented professionals pooling reso
to achieve the project goal, they develop the project price t
through design development with agreed risk and reward sh
arrangements. The expected cost savings are derived from

Table 1. Partnering Workshop Content~CIIA 1996!

Content covered in workshops

Projects
perceived

as a success

Projects
perceived

as a failure

Self-perception exercises 56% 43%
Training in team skills 39% 43%
Development of goals and objectives 96% 86%
Dispute resolution plan 89% 43%
Anticipated problems 78% 71%
Action plan to address problems 78% 57%
Development of a charter 100% 100%
Celebration 89% 29%
proved value for money through leverage of skills and expertise
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of the alliance partners in developing the project concept thr
to delivery. The concept relies on a ‘‘best value’’ outcome ra
than, for example, a least expensive or quickest project outc
Defining features of alliances are as follows.
• Selection by general performance criteria that demons

world-class excellence, innovation capacity, and superb
tionship management skills.

• Substantial design development after joining the alliance
• Joint budget and cost/time committed targets establ

through an alliance board represented by key senior pr
champions from each alliance member and the owner/cli

• Agreement on a risk and reward formula where an open-
accounting approach is undertaken to determine cost
bursement together with agreed and verified site manage
costs to establish a base target cost. The firm’s corporate
~usually determined from audited figures over an agreed
riod! is placed as an ‘‘at risk’’ component to ensure that
agreed project costs are met. A bonus reward mechanism
shared by all parties is jointly established to encourage fu
innovation and excellence. Thus, the agreed project cos
be determined only when the alliance partners have bee
lected.

• The issue of extras for contract modifications among alli
partners does not arise substantially because of the nat
the alliance’s work in preplanning and defining the pro
scope before agreeing to the risk and reward arrangem
Change orders have to comprise substantial, and demons
significant, changes in scope. Any on-site construction ch
orders are project managed by the alliance team.

• The intense integration of alliance partners through the ab
described process requires excellence in communication
personal level, at a business level, and at operational
This generally requires a quantum leap in the use of sh
information technology~IT! systems and information proce
ing integration.

High-Performance Teams

CPI identifies effective teamwork to be, by definition, an esse
component of The Collaborative Process. ‘‘The early identi
tion of required team resources, selection of suitable team m
bers, appropriate contracts, and strategic, well-planned
building events are essential to creating the environment in w
a group of individuals can be transformed into a H
Performance Team.’’~CPI 1997! On the people side of the equ
tion, the common characteristics of high-performance team
clude facilitative leadership, diversity, common purpose or vi
with specific performance goals, collective work products, sh
responsibility, high communication, rapid response, and trus
the systems side, essential considerations include identific
and prioritization of required expertise, selection process,
tracts, team building events, and continuous improvemen
work processes~CPI 1997!.

There is much anecdotal evidence that the members o
Acton Peninsula Project Alliance—the contractual member
the team responsible for the design and construction of the
tional Museum of Australia—excelled at creating a succe
high-performance team. All parties shared a common office s
on site and the communication and cooperation levels wer
ceptionally high. Complex structural and managerial prob
were resolved at the project team level to advance the goals

project ahead of those of individual companies. While many of
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these examples could be analyzed in more detail, the team
tion process is examined here as representative evidence th
museum project demonstrated the characteristics of a
performance team.

The selection process for alliance partners was a comple
that differed significantly from procurement under traditional c
tracts or even partnering arrangements. This process invol
series of proposals, interviews, and workshops as illustrat
Fig. 1. It should be noted that cost proposals were not includ
alliance partners were selected to help design the museum
complete constructability reviews before the price target cou
set. They were selected on the basis of their demonstrated a
to work in this collaborative arrangement.

Selection of the construction alliance partners was base
the 12 criteria listed below as established by owner repres
tives and the selected design team; proposers were requi
provide specific evidence of expertise for each criterion with m
tiple examples of each.
1. Demonstrated ability to complete the full scope of wo

including contributing to building, structural, mechanic
and landscaping design.

2. Demonstrated ability to minimize project capital and ope
ing costs without sacrificing quality.~Value analysis and life
cycle costing.!

3. Demonstrated ability to achieve outstanding quality res
4. Demonstrated ability to provide the necessary resource

the project and meet the project program.~Including resume
of key staff.!

5. Demonstrated ability to add value and bring innovatio
the project.

6. Demonstrated ability to achieve outstanding safety pe
mance.

7. Demonstrated ability to achieve outstanding workplace
tions.

8. Successful public relations and industry recognition.
9. Demonstrated practical experience and philosophica

proach in the areas of developing sustainability and env

Fig. 1. Alliance sele
mental management.
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e
10. Demonstrated understanding and affinity for operating

member of an alliance.~Collaborative experience a
views on risk/reward schemes.!

11. Substantial acceptance of the draft alliance documen
the project including related codes of practice, proposa
support of local industry, and employment opportunities
Australian indigenous peoples.

12. Demonstrated commitment to exceed project objective
Fig. 2 illustrates the project alliance as it emerged from the s
tion process described above.

Optimization and Performance Measurement

CPI defines ‘‘an optimal outcome as an outcome which ha
best combination of cost, quality, function, scope, and tim
defined by the unique needs of the client and the project.’’~CPI
1997! To be successful on a collaborative project, this opt
outcome must be defined clearly so that performance mea
ments can be put into place that help guarantee the outcom
common characteristics of people on teams that successfully
plete this project optimization include goal setting, diversity
ternative development of options, self-regulation, and feedb
There are many systems that control the outcome of a projec
establishing the appropriate level of priority for each of th
outcomes is critical to a collaborative project. The six pe
mance measurement systems that must be monitored du
project, as identified by CPI, include cost, time, scope, func
safety, and quality~CPI 1997!.

The project alliance agreement used for the National Mus
of Australia established the performance measurements fo
project and specified the optimal level for each. The membe
the Acton Peninsula Alliance collectively put their profitability
risk if these performance measures were not met. Because
collective nature of the risk and reward incentives, no memb
the alliance could succeed unless all members succeeded a
failure of one partner could directly threaten the profitability o

process~KPMG 1998!
ction
other alliance members. It is thisjoint, rather that justshared, risk
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and reward structure that distinguishes project alliances
other forms of contracting and partnering arrangements.

The performance measurements on the museum project
listed as the Key Performance Indicators in the alliance agree
and included cost, time, and design integrity/quality. This
seum was to be central to the Australian Centenary celebr
As the opening of the project was scheduled to coincide with
inauguration of activities to celebrate the 100th anniversary o
founding of the Australian Federation—and this project is loc
in the center of the national capital, Canberra—time on
project was critical. Reflecting this, no bonus was provided
early completion, but a substantial penalty would result fo
completion delay of even one day. The risk and reward stru
for both cost and quality included both gainsharing for excee
objectives and painsharing for falling short of expectations.
structure of risk and reward on this project is illustrated in Fig

Fig. 2. Alliance members~Auditor-Gene

Fig. 3. Typical risk and reward graph for cost, time, and
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERIN
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These bonuses or penalties were awarded to the project a
as a whole, with each partner sharing a predetermined prop
of the gain or loss. If the actions of just one of the part
resulted in a negative performance measure, all partners w
suffer the consequence.

Communication

The very basis of the word ‘‘collaboration’’ implies a commu
cation among parties as they work jointly toward a common g
Traditional, hierarchical organizational structures do not prom
the type of communication among equals necessary to succ
a collaborative environment. CPI concludes that collabor
communication must be based on key principles, which inc
‘‘equality, openness, problem-orientation, positive intent, em

the Australian National Audit Office 2000!

yuditor-General of the Australian National Audit Office 2000!
ral of
qualit~A
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thy, and extensive use of technology.’’~CPI 1997! The Collabo
rative Process can be hindered by the creation of different l
of status on the project team, the imposition of one’s ego in p
of a problem orientation, physical separation of team membe
either distance or walls, or lack of empathy for different in
vidual styles of communication. The process can be impr
through the introduction of systems designed to promote effi
communication including the use of effective meetings, pro
sional facilitation, appropriate contractual agreements, and
levels of informal correspondence. CPI has established, as o
its major goals, the development of new information techno
systems designed to facilitate the levels of communication ne
on collaborative projects.

The emergence of new information technologies has mad
possible shared databases~‘‘Data Warehouses’’! which
serve as the repository of all project information. All team
members would have access to project status and historic
information, taking open-book and high-communication
practices to a new level. The emergence of the Internet a
World Wide Web as a new standard of messaging and co
laboration allows The Collaborative Process to leverage i
existing techniques many fold.~CPI 1997!
The National Museum of Australia project was very succes

in achieving effective levels of communication through the us
professional facilitation, contractual agreements that bound
ties to common goals, and the colocation of team members
common, open on-site office facility. Interviews with key me
bers of the alliance confirmed that communication levels on
project exceeded the levels experienced on other project
However, one of the most important differences on this pro
involved the extensive use of information technology~IT! to cre-
ate a centralized location for all documents and to facilitate
stant communication among the parties.

A quantitative assessment of the use of IT in constructio
being investigated by analyzing data from this case study pro
All parties in this project were encouraged to make use o
‘‘ProjectWeb’’ system, designed and maintained by the cons
tor entity in the project alliance. ProjectWeb is used via the In
net, combining all common forms of business communica
~other than voice! into a single managed system. ProjectWeb
be used for e-mail, requests for information, electronic docu
transfer/transmittal, electronic document library managemen
instructions, calendar events, project directory, and documen
sion control. All of these communications can be logged an
chived for future reference. Users can access relevant inform
about the project at any time and communicate with others
secure environment.

One early result of examining the communications dat
shown in Fig. 4. This shows initial enthusiasm and subseq
growth in senders of e-mail and the later stabilization with br
casting to ‘‘all recipients’’ declining, maybe as users of the in
mation became more focused or as the project progresse
information needs became better defined. Further analysis is
tinuing in this area.

Surveys were conducted during the project to examin
implementation from seven different, but interconnected, pers
tives. Subjective performance indices, as reported in Fig. 5,
vided an overall measurement of the effectiveness of IT im
mentation early in the project and helped to establish u
standard benchmarks for IT performance on future projects
Acton Peninsula Alliance members rated the project organiz
impacts of ProjectWeb~speed of responses and support of

alliance! particularly highly. Direct benefits~such as cost and time
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savings! were rated lowest of all categories, but at a very resp
able 68%. Ongoing surveys continued to show high leve
acceptance and use of this web-based tool, and supported c
sions about its effectiveness in promoting high levels of com
nication on the museum project.

While the web-based tool used on the National Museum
Australia project was custom designed by the constructor ent
the project alliance, other similar tools are now available on
market with similar operability. Internet software applicati
available from Primavera Systems, Meridian Systems, e-Bu
and others provide user-friendly packages that enhance co
nication, open-book cost control, document administration,
other management functions for all parties to the contract. An
these systems can be adapted readily to meet the inform
needs of a project alliance and attain the communication l
envisioned by the CPI~Stevens 2001!.

Incentives and Risk Sharing

A consistent theme of the CPI is the alignment of individua
centives with the common goals of the project team. ‘‘Estab
ing a common set of objectives is one thing; setting up me
nisms to increase the likelihood of achieving those objectiv

Fig. 4. Use of e-mail over time

Fig. 5. Initial alliance member satisfaction with Web-ba
management system
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another. The Collaborative Process seeks to align the motiva
of team members with the goals of the team.’’~CPI 1997! People
are motivated by many things. CPI suggests that these m
tions can be identified in the following questions:

• How will my actions affect me?
• How will my actions affect my organization?
• How will my actions affect my profession?
• How will my actions affect my society?~CPI 1997!

Several social and legal systems can be used to crea
incentives that will motivate individuals to be aligned with
goals of a construction project team. These systems include
tation, references, repeat business, contracts, compensation
lic appreciation, and avoidance of risk. To establish a succe
collaborative process, considerable time must be spent creat
incentive structure that both recognizes individual motivati
patterns and utilizes existing social and legal systems to
individual interests with the goals of the project team~CPI 1997!.

It has been described already how the alliance contract fo
National Museum of Australia created incentives for the allia
partners themselves, and that discussion will not be repeated
However, the use of common incentives and risk sharing
evident throughout the contractual relationships on this pro
Many members of the Acton Peninsula Alliance created ‘‘su
liances’’ with key subcontractors and suppliers to generate
same motivations in favor of the goals of the alliance. It
assumed correctly that the establishment of adversarial rel
ships at the subcontractor level would not benefit the collab
tive process being promoted at the top.

In another interesting development on this project,
incentive-based project agreement was negotiated with the
unions on the site designed to align the motivations of the
workers with the key performance indicators included in the
ance contract. The relationship between the construction
unions in Australia and the Commonwealth Government ove
past two decades can be described as contentious at best~Produc-
tivity Commission 1999!. While many positive changes have
curred in recent years, the prospect of a labor dispute impa
the completion date of this high-profile federal project in the
tional capital was very real at the start of construction and of g
concern to the project alliance.

More particularly, Australian trade unions generally exp
separate project agreements for large or complex constru
projects. The National Museum site manager stated that
agreements are usually about buying industrial harmony by
ing each worker an additional sum of about $1.50/h over
industrial norm or award rates. The money is paid up front a
there is a problem with the quality of work or schedule com
tion there is no way to get the money back. Recent stand
established by the Commonwealth Government, however, s
late that contractors must seek the client’s authority prior to
gotiating a project agreement with trade unions on any fe
project. The threshold issue for the government is the require
that the proposed project agreement provides a demonstrabl
efit to the project~most likely in the form of time or cost saving!,
and be subject to review by contract officials against perform
benchmarks. In the case of the National Museum of Australia
client, while indicating some support for the use of a pro
agreement to manage workplace relations, required a proces
demonstrated how any bonus or over-award payments woul
prove productivity and provide demonstrable benefits to the
ent.

Twelve months of rigorous negotiations took place at the

of the project, but there was no labor disruption during the nego-
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tiation of the project agreement. Union representatives show
clear understanding of their members’ concerns and need
also understood the objectives of the alliance and how they
benefit union members and the industry in general. A conside
amount of trust and respect was built up between the partie
ing the negotiations. The relationship established was cruc
the establishment of the final agreement and the ongoing
tance for implementation. The parties involved in the negotia
for the project agreement believed that the principles behin
project alliance were invaluable in establishing this trust and
communication.

The agreement was comprehensive and even handed
provision for enforcement through a management plan tha
cluded the establishment of an agreement Monitoring Comm
This committee was made up of an alliance partner, a subco
tor nominee, an independent party, a contractor employee
sentative, and a subcontractor employee representative
Monitoring Committee considered ways in which the aims
objectives of the agreement could be achieved. It included di
sion of such aspects as developing more flexible ways of wor
enhancing job site safety, reviewing productivity plans, and
suring that enhancements to the processes and procedure
adapted to the mutual benefit of all parties.

An interesting concept developed in this agreement was th
performance based bonus payments. Each performance c
nent had benchmarks and was measured by an independen
before rewards were paid. The additional site allowance pay
for such a project of about $1.50/h was replaced with a sli
scale payment made upon proven performance based on p
tivity achievement. This was assessed based on benchmark
sures established by the Monitoring Committee.

The percentage score given by the panel was used to
mine the amount ofExcellence Allowanceowed to the individua
workers. TheExcellence Allowancewas based on $1.75/h for
100% score. The following is an example of the payment in
lation to percentages:
• 100% performance score achieved, $1.75/h;
• 80% performance score achieved, $1.40/h;
• 50% performance score achieved, $0.88/h; and
• 0% performance score achieved, $0/h~no reward!.

This approach was adopted for each of the five perform
components and a weighted score was then produced to
tively assess performance. The composition of the asses
team, the rationale for the measures used, and the mode of
cation were transparent and arrived at objectively. All pa
were confident that the system was consistent with the agree
excellence in work practices, and the project objectives.

While this process may appear to be onerous, needless
reaucratic, or wasteful in human effort, it appeared to act
foster savings through the reduction of waste caused by re
injury, poor workmanship, and poor planning. For example
degree of planning required represents excellence in stan
Previous research into Australian construction projects has
cated that similarly high levels in construction planning
monitoring were associated with improvements in time pe
mance of 30%.~Walker 1996! Demonstrating evidence of a c
pacity to achieve this level of excellence was part of the sele
requirements for the successful alliance group. The effort req
to demonstrate and achieve this level of professional practic
help secure future projects that may adopt similar selectio

quirements.
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Problem Solving and Decision Making

The way in which problems are resolved and decisions are
is central to The Collaborative Process. ‘‘Traditional, comma
and-control organizational structures for problem solving
decision-making’’ are replaced ‘‘by applying techniques foun
in decision theory and research on group interaction...to ac
optimal solutions.’’~CPI 1997! People on successful teams p
mote buy-in and commitment, identify biases and ‘‘agendas’’
influence individual input, emphasize trust and cooperation,
consensus in a context of diversity, and encourage proactiv
tening. Team members must be skilled in the tools of brainst
ing, chip voting, action planning, flow diagrams, and deci
trees. Systems that enhance effective decision making in t
include a common measurement system, agreement on how
sions are made, and a systematically applied interactive pro
solving approach~CPI 1997!.

In the construction environment, problem solving and deci
making are the result of an ongoing process of negotiation am
parties to the contract. The way in which parties negotiate sh
reflect the level of collaboration on the project team. During
National Museum of Australia project, research was condu
that was designed to assess changes in the negotiation sty
the participants. There were 32 survey forms administered
25 replies~78% response rate!. This was a small sample in itse
but represented a large proportion from a single project allia

Respondents were asked to compare their experiences
negotiation in the following three situations:
1. Average to Normal BAU~business as usual!—most common

situation—usually high/constant conflict.
2. Best BAU~business as usual!—the occasional project whe

all parties to the project work exceptionally well togethe
a team.

3. Project Alliancing—the project delivery strategy used on
National Museum—to force collaboration as the mean
achieve best project outcome by all teams involved.

The following is a sample analysis of responses directly
lated to negotiation styles.

Table 2 indicates respondents believed their negotiation s
were quite similar for Best BAU and Project Alliancing. There
however, a significant difference between Average to No
BAU responses and Best BAU and Project Alliancing respon
This response should not be surprising—since Project Allian

Table 3. Negotiation Outcomes

Negotiation outcomes~adapted from Fisher and Ury 1991!
At the end of negotiations do you feel:

You have been exploited & compromised
You have damaged relationships
You have dealt with issues harshly but people have been respecte

Table 2. Negotiation Styles

Negotiation styles~adapted from Fisher and Ury 1991!

Soft negotiation: Involves avoidance of any personal conflict
and the making of many concessions
Hard negotiation: Involves treating negotiation as a contest
between stronger and weaker, where ‘‘hanging tough’’ and
‘‘holding out’’ are treated as virtues.
Principled negotiation: Involves deciding issues on their merits
rather than through a ‘‘haggling’’ process.
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is trying to create the same, if not better, collaborative team
vironment as the Best BAU situations. From an operational
spective, there may be no difference between Best BAU
Project Alliancing. Project Alliancing may take thehit or miss
characteristic out of achieving the Best BAU situation.

Table 3 is similar to Table 2 with a similar response rate
Best BAU and Project Alliancing. There are two interesting po
to make:
1. 0% of respondents believed they had damaged relation

negotiating in the Project Alliance environment, wher
35% in Average to Normal BAU believed this, and

2. 87% of respondents under Project Alliancing believed
focused on issues and respected people, whereas only
in Average to Normal BAU believed this.

Table 4 highlights how construction team members on the
tional Museum perceived their own negotiation tactics to ch
under Project Alliancing.

It is important to acknowledge the small survey size and
limited conclusions that can be reached from such a survey.
ever, if the survey is viewed as an indication of a potential tr
then it is clear that, in relation to negotiation styles and outco
the respondents indicated a difference between Average to
mal BAU negotiations and Project Alliance negotiations. Res
dents also believed that this change in negotiation style ha
duced conflict and the impact of conflict.

Conclusions

In March of 2001, the National Museum of Australia opened
time and below budget to the rave review of the general pu
Just as importantly, all participants in the Acton Peninsula
ance reported having worked well together and that signifi
value was delivered to the client as a result. Robert Peck, o
the lead architects on the project, made the following assess

Innovation during the delivery of a building or engineering
works is only possible if the contracting parties facilitate
the process. Most forms of contract mitigate against inno
vation. Innovation should lead to better, safer process
with the final product delivered at a substantially lowe
total cost and better quality to the project sponsor. The Mu
seum Alliance Contract resulted in the Commonwealt
achieving a product on original time and budget and, in th

verage to normal BAU Best BAU Project allianci

18% 11% 13%
35% 6% 0%

47% 83% 87%

rage to normal BAU Best BAU Project allianci

8% 8% 9%

34% 4% 4%

58% 88% 87%
A

d

Ave
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opinion of Jim Service, the Chairman of the Construction
Committee~for the museum!, at a price $20–30 million
below what it would otherwise have been. The extent o
innovation in the project delivery was very high and the
quality scores were exceptional~Peck 2001!.
There have been many efforts in recent years to develop

tems to institutionalize the innovations in construction pro
management that result from team efforts and nonadversaria
ditions. The Collaborative Process has been proposed as a
retical model, elements of which occur on many projects u
various contract types. Project Alliancing as a contractual pr
delivery alternative—used mainly to date in the heavy engin
ing sector—was developed in response to many of the same
sures noted by CPI. Apparently, the theoretical response an
contractual response developed quite independently of on
other. The key question addressed here was: Does Project A
ing in commercial building construction substantially address
central issues outlined in The Collaborative Process? The
tional Museum of Australia project, as the first example o
Project Alliance in a major commercial building, was used
case study to address this question.

For each of the five key elements of The Collaborative
cess, examples were cited of ways in which this alliance a
ment supported this model. In the area of high-perform
teams, the selection process for alliance team members emp
most of the CPI recommendations. To support optimization
performance measurements, the alliance risk and reward s
that reinforced the key performance indicators was offered a
example. For communication enhancement, the information
nology system developed on this project met nearly all of
theoretical specifications offered by CPI. In the area of incen
and risk sharing, the suballiances and the unique project a
ment negotiated with the trade unions on this project were e
lent examples. Finally, the notion that problem solving and d
sion making on collaborative projects demand diffe
approaches is supported by the perception of changes in n
ating styles and results on the museum project.

Although their development was parallel and separate
one another, the Project Alliancing contract used on the Nat
Museum of Australia project was an outstanding example of
Collaborative Process. This project delivery alternative dese
further study and emulation by other project teams around
world.
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